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New Renault Express Van:
Prices and range France
•

Renault unveils the prices of the New Express Van, which opens its orders
in France today.

•

Practical and efficient, the New Express Van meets the essential needs of
professionals looking for the best price/performance ratio.

•

It is available in the Essential version from €17,500 excluding VAT and the
Comfort version from €18,400 excluding VAT.

•

The New Express Van has a range of four engines with a 6-speed manual
gearbox: petrol (1.3 TCe 100 FAP), diesel (1.5 Blue dCi 75 and 95) and
ecoleader diesel.

VERSIONS

ESSENTIEL

CONFORT

MOTORISATIONS

PRICE EXC. VAT

TCe 100

17 500€

Blue dCi 75

17 900€

Blue dCi 75 Ecoleader

18 100€

TCe 100

18 400€

Blue dCi 75

18 800 €

Blue dCi 75 Ecoleader

19 000€

Blue dCi 95

19 800€

Renault is opening orders for the New Express Van in France today.
With a loading volume of up to 3.7 m³, the New Express Van has a record side opening of 716 mm to facilitate
loading. With a loading length of 1.91 m (with solid partition), it has the best ratio between load length and
total vehicle length.
The New Express Van pays particular attention to the storage space with a record level of up to 48 litres. The
van allows a payload of up to 780 kg in the petrol version and 650 kg in the diesel version.
The New Express Van has three levels of multimedia equipment: Radio Connect R&Go, as well as the Renault
EASY LINK multimedia system (with 8-inch touch screen and smartphone replication) in two versions, with or
without navigation. It offers an induction charger for smartphone, up to three USB sockets and four 12V
sockets, one of which is in the cargo area.
For added safety, it offers driving aids such as the Rear View Assist, the Blind Spot Warning, the Wide View
Mirror and the Reversing Camera with image feedback integrated into the multimedia system or the interior
rear-view mirror.
In France, the New Renault Express Van will be marketed from May.

About Renault
Renault, a historic mobility brand and leader of electric vehicles in Europe, has always developed
innovative vehicles. With the ‘Renaulution’ strategic plan, Renault has embarked on an ambitious, valuegenerating transformation moving towards a more competitive, balanced and electrified range. Its
ambition is to embody modernity and innovation in technology, energy and mobility services in the
automotive industry and beyond.
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